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LAPTOPMagazine to be Premiere Media Sponsor of Netbook Summit

AMD, Dell, Nvidia, Samsung, and Toshiba among sponsors. Internet pioneer Larry Roberts to
be featured speaker.

New York,NY (PRWEB) April 19, 2010 -- LAPTOP, the leading mobile technology magazine and website, is
excited to announce that it has been named as the premiere media sponsor of the upcoming Netbook Summit,
taking place May 24-25 in San Francisco. In addition, LAPTOP Editor in Chief Mark Spoonauer is serving as
conference chairperson and will be moderating a session titled “The Future of Netbooks.” Presented by
Conference ConCepts, this groundbreaking event is dedicated to the ongoing revolution in low-cost mobile
computing, with netbook sales this year expected to reach 39.7 million units. The event will also cover
emerging categories like tablets and examine how they will impact both the market and end users.

The Netbook Summit will include a featured address by Larry Roberts. As one of the founders of the Internet,
Roberts led the team that designed and developed ARPANET and is currently the chairman of Anagran.
Keynote speeches will also be given by top executives from AMD, ASUS, Dell, and Nvidia. The event will
provide attendees with practical information on understanding the role of netbooks, using netbooks effectively,
providing security and backup, netbooks in education, making netbooks perform better, and selecting platforms
for applications.

“No single product category has transformed the computer industry more during the last five years than the
netbook,” said LAPTOP Editor in Chief Mark Spoonauer. “It has significantly raised the expectation of buyers
in terms of portability, battery life, and value. This event provides a compelling and unique opportunity to not
only gauge the impact of these devices but also to discuss their evolution.”

Other participating companies in the Netbook Summit include Adobe, ARM, Atheros, Asus, AT&T,Broadcom,
Citrix, Clearwire, DeviceVM, Entourage Systems, Marvell, McAfee, Mobinova, Mouse Squad, Mozy,Muvee,
Netbook News, Nokia, Phoenix Technologies, Qualcomm, Stoneware, Skype, Syncables, Synaptics, and
Toshiba.

To sponsor or exhibit at Netbook Summit, contact Sales(at)NetbookSummit(dot)com.

About LAPTOP Magazine & Laptopmag.com
LAPTOP celebrates the infusion of mobile technology in our daily lives and provides information and insights
that enable its readers to thrive in a wireless world. It serves as the essential guide for mobile professionals and
tech-savvy consumers who depend upon our expert product evaluations, helpful how-to advice, and
examination of mobile technology's societal impacts. Visit www.laptopmag.com.
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Contact Information
Mark Spoonauer
LAPTOP Magazine
http://www.laptopmag.com
212-807-8220

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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